Welcome Quiz:

What do these letters stand for?
1.PSHE
2.RSE
3.HE

STATUTORY CHANGES SEPTEMBER 2020
CONSULTATION WITH PARENTS
28TH JANUARY 2020

Jargon buster


PSHE- Personal Social Health Education- Umbrella
subject currently not Statutory;



RSE- Relationships & Sex Education- usually describes
schools’ programmes for sex education;



RSHE- Relationships , Sex & Health Education- used to
summarise the changes due from September 2020 in
Primary & Secondary schools

Key Staff and directors
 Mrs

Prue Matthews- Staff lead for PSHE

 Nathan

Thomas – Link Director for PSHE

Objectives for this evening:
We want to:
Explain the changes to requirements for PSHE
coming in from September 2020

Explain how we currently teach PSHE & RSE, and
get your views on how well this curriculum works
Get your views on what you think our RSE
curriculum should cover
Explain how we’ll develop our updated curriculum
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What are the new RSE requirements?

We must provide the following to all pupils:
•

Relationships education

•

Health education

We aren’t required to provide sex education
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What difference does it make that we are a
Church of England School?

What PSHE do we teach at the
moment?


Rainbow Seal:

Example of SEAL Year 5 planning…

New Beginnings
lesson…

As far as you know- How well does
this PSHE curriculum work?
Does it meet your child’s needs?

What do we do well?
What could we do better?

What is Changing From September
2020?
From September 2020, Primary schools that follow the
National Curriculum will have to teach two new
compulsory subjects within Primary PSHE ( Personal Social
Health Education):

Relationships Education and Health Education.
(Also from September 2020 it will be compulsory at Secondary Schools to teach
Relationships and Sex Education.)

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender
(LGBT)


From September 2020:



36.



37. Schools should ensure that all of their teaching is sensitive and age appropriate
in approach and content. At the point at which schools consider it appropriate to
teach their pupils about LGBT, they should ensure that this content is fully integrated
into their programmes of study for this area of the curriculum rather than delivered as
a stand- alone unit or lesson. Schools are free to determine how they do this, and we
expect all pupils to have been taught LGBT content at a timely point as part of this
area of the curriculum.

In teaching Relationships Education and RSE, schools should ensure that the
needs of all pupils are appropriately met, and that all pupils understand the
importance of equality and respect. Schools must ensure that they comply with the
relevant provisions of the Equality Act 2010, (please see The Equality Act 2010 and
schools: Departmental advice), under which sexual orientation and gender
reassignment are amongst the protected characteristics.

Discuss…


When should all pupils understand the
importance of Equality & Respect with regards
to protected groups such as sexual orientation
and gender reassignment?

What about Changes to sex
education?


The compulsory science expectations ( NOT Sex Education) already
include the following:



: identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the human body
and say which part of the body is associated with each sense (year
1);



notice that animals, including humans, have offspring which grow
into adults (year 2);



describe the changes as humans develop to old age and
describe the life process of reproduction in some plants and
animals (year 5).

What about changes to Sex
Education?


“It will be for Primary schools to determine whether they need

to cover any additional content on sex education to meet
the needs of their pupils.” Dfe statutory Guidance 2019


Many Primary schools already choose to already teach
some aspects of sex education;



At Primary school this is not a requirement and parents can
still opt out of Sex Education;



The DFE recommends that all Primary schools should have a
sex education program tailored to the age and the physical
and emotional maturity of the pupils.

Our current programme of Sex
Education includes:


Early Years Foundation Stage



We begin to reflect on our feelings and how we manage them. We begin
to understand that other people may have different feelings and we
develop language to express our feelings. We talk about how we change
as we grow and we cover aspects of healthy eating and healthy lifestyles.



Key Stage 1



We cover aspects of healthy eating and nutrition; diversity amongst pupils;
growth and human life cycle. As well as this we ensure we respond to sex
and relationship issues as and when they occur through established
techniques such as circle time.

Our current programme of Sex
Education includes:


Lower Key Stage 2



We respond to issues about relationship as they arise. We also cover
healthy eating and focus on oral hygiene especially.



Upper Key Stage 2



We focus on the areas of puberty for girls and boys and human
reproduction. We also look at how sex is portrayed in the media, the
increasing dangers of the internet in terms of the availability of sexual
explicit content and current topical issues regarding the sending of sexual
messages and content via phone and computers.



All Year 5 & 6 parents are currently invited to watch the teaching resource
we use.

At MSJ, By the end of Key Stage 2, children are
expected to have an understanding of:


How humans and animals reproduce and how their offspring grow into
adults



How to recognise the external parts of both the male and the female
human body



How to recognise similarities and differences, and to treat others with
sensitivity



The growth and reproduction processes common to humans and other
animals



Stages of the human life cycle

Improvements…
What do we do well? What could we do better?
Is there anything we’re not covering that you think we need to
address?
Is there something we could cover more/less?
What do you think about the way we currently deliver RSE to
pupils?
As a parent, do you feel like you need more information or
guidance on specific topics?

Next Steps…


Directors consultation - Spring Term



On-going staff consultation Spring- Summer Term



PSHE leader to develop a new scheme of work for PSHE that reflects statutory
expectations - Spring Term



PSHE leader to draft new PSHE Policy & Sex Education Policy- Spring Term



Consult with Parents, Staff & Directors about the draft SoW & Policies- Summer
term;



Directors approve PSHE & revised Sex Education Policy- Summer Term



Review Format for PSHE lessons with staff – Summer Term



Launch New Scheme & Policies – Autumn 2020

